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Abstract

Fueled by falling display hardware costs and rising demand, digital signage and pervasive displays are becoming ever more ubiquitous. Such systems have traditionally been used for advertising and information dissemination with digital signage commonplace in shopping malls, airports and public spaces. While advertising and broadcasting announcements remain important applications, developments in sensing and interaction technologies are enabling entirely new classes of display applications that tailor content to the situation and audience of the display. As a result, signage systems are beginning to transition from simple broadcast systems to rich platforms for communication and interaction.

In this lecture I provide an introduction to this emerging field. We will first look at different models that explain how people act in the vicinity of peripheral displays. Next, we will talk about how people can be engaged to interact with such displays. In particular, we will discuss how the attention of the audience can be captured, how the interactivity of displays can be communicated, and how people can be motivated to participate. The lecture concludes with a brief overview of different techniques suitable for interaction with large displays in public space.
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